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Built from the ground up, the Chairman is
designed for executives and even features
fingerprint recognition security. The genuine
Ulysse Nardin rotor seen through the
sapphire exhibition back provides limited supplementary power, as does winding the crown.
The pushers control the volume level.

Inside the new luxury
Smartphone from
Ulysse Nardin
by michael thompson

W

hile many watch companies have made their dials
appear on iPhone screens,
only a handful have gone the distance
to develop a genuinely new design for
a mobile phone. While we’ve seen cell
phones from TAG Heuer, Porsche Design, Chanel, Casio, and several fashion brands, no firm has opted to merge
horology with smartphone technology
in quite the same manner as Ulysse
Nardin has done with its Chairman.
Built as a luxury smartphone from
the ground up, the Chairman was introduced at last year’s BaselWorld and
is already being used to place calls,
send text messages and take hi-resolution pictures. But unlike any other
mobile smart handset available, the
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Each rotor and crown is made by
Ulysse Nardin. Based in Le Locle,
the firm also has facilties in La
Chaux-de-Fonds (above).
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Chairman
Smartphone
Specifications
• Google Android mobile
phone platform
• 3.2" capacitive touch
screen with full on-screen
QWERTY keyboard and
back-lit sapphire crystal covered physical numeric keys
• Fingerprint reader for
owner identification and
phone lock
• Eight-megapixel camera
• High-definition video
replay capability
• YouTube, Google Maps,
Gmail, Google Talk and
Facebook preloaded
• Qualcomm 3G GSM/
WCDMA - 2G Bands
850/900/1800/1900MHz 3G
Bands 900/2100MHz
• Smartphone platform
powered by the Freescale
i.MX processor
• 32 GB internal memory
• Extensive gaming ability
• Up to eight hours talk
time and thirty days standby time
• Ulysse Nardin Rotor
(kinetic power system)
and Crown (for winding
the phone) i.e. generating
additional electrical power
to the battery

Chairman performs these workaday
communication chores with the luxury
and iconic design cues seen on Ulysse
Nardin watches—including a winding crown and an oscillating weight
visible through a sapphire exhibition
back on the handset, essentially echoing watch rotor placement.
The rotor and the crown (stainless steel for the steel model and 22karat gold for the solid gold version)
do more than simply look nice. The
rotor’s oscillations power a secondary battery within the phone that
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Models are available in rose
gold, carbon fiber, steel with
gold and all-steel. Prices range
from $12,800 to $49,500.

supplies limited supplementary
power. And as with a watch, winding the crown on the Chairman also
revs the battery, renewing power to
the phone.
In other words, should you find
your Chairman’s power on the wane,
just wave to your friends with this
phone in hand or wind the crown. Either type of motion will add a timely
jolt of power, just as they would on
any Ulysse Nardin timepiece.
“The incorporation of unsurpassed horological expertise with cut-

ting-edge cellular technology truly sets
the Chairman apart from any and all
competition,” says Bobby Yampolsky,
co-founder of SCI Innovations, the
firm that is developing the Chairman
in conjunction with Ulysse Nardin.
Yampolsky’s Florida-based retail jewelry store East Coast Jewelry has worked
with the brand for many years. His
partner at SCI Innovations, Morten
Nielsen, adds, “I am confident the
Chairman will transform the marketplace and how consumers regard their
mobile devices.”
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“The rotor and the crown are
the real thing,” says Patrick Hoffman, Ulysse Nardin’s U.S. president.
“They are the Ulysse Nardin DNA
inside the Chairman.” As a result, it’s
likely that more than a few Chairman
users will also be wearing timepieces
made by Ulysse Nardin.
The luxury smartphone series
represents a major milestone for
Ulysse Nardin, notes Yampolsky.
“The Chairman is the first nontimepiece product bearing the Ulysse
Nardin badge since the inception of
the brand more than 160 years ago. We
have created an item from the same
DNA of the Ulysse Nardin family and
embodied Ulysse Nardin’s core values
of expert craftsmanship, innovation
prowess, heritage and timeless style.”

Android inside
Smart mobile phones have undoubtedly lead the way in the personal devices
arena in recent years as a critical mass
of users now pocket either a Blackberry, Palm, iPhone or Nexus One.
In fact, the latter device, the muchdiscussed Nexus One from Google,
features that company’s own Android
operating system, which is the same
system utilized by the Chairman.
“We decided a year ago to use this
open platform because it gives our designers and engineers a tremendous
amount of freedom in creating useful
applications with impressive capabilities,” explains Yampolsky. “Using this
operating system also gives our customers an interface that is intuitive
to navigate and easy to use.”
Indeed, like Apple’s iPhone the
various mobile devices now available
with Google’s Android inside are

able to download thousands of independent applications that make both
platforms favorites among multi-taskers. Watch firms too have been active
here, and will likely expand their current iPhone apps to include Android
users as the phones become more utilized worldwide.
Fingerprints
Compatible with the world’s GSM
networks, the Chairman was built
from the ground up with the idea
that the primary user would be a
busy business executive. Considering such a user’s requirement for
added privacy, Ulysse Nardin has
added a fingerprint recognition
reader that can be customized for
the user to limit access to all files or
to any files on the phone, or to limit who can actually place a call on
the Chairman.

The Chairman is the first non-timepiece product
bearing the Ulysse Nardin badge since the inception of the brand more than 160 years ago
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New for 2010: The El Toro

As the Chairman smartphone reaches hands this month,
Ulysse Nardin also releases its 2010 timepieces. At press
time, International Watch learned of one new model, the
El Toro, set to debut at this month’s BaselWorld watch fair,
where the firm will also debut several other new models.
The El Toro is a new adaptation of the famed Ulysse Nardin
perpetual calendar movement UN-32 that is among the
very few such models that can be reset instantly and in
either direction. The new model, available in platinum
or rose gold, measures 43 mm in diameter and features
a ceramic bezel, ceramic pushers and a rubber strap held
with titanium/ceramic clasp and lugs.
Primary features include:
• The only perpetual calendar that adjusts forward and
backward in seconds over the quick corrector position of a
single crown, even in the year 2100.
• The hour hand is adjusted instantly to a new local time
with pushers (+) or (-) without taking the watch off the
wrist or interfering with its time keeping.
• The arrow keeps track of one’s home or reference time.
• The oversized date, the day, the month and the year
change instantly forward or backward when the hour
hand is moved to a new local time across the dateline with
pushers (+) or (-).
• The white gold rotor ensures that the watch is automatically wound with a power reserve of 45 hours.
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The luxury smartphone’s 3.2-inch
touch screen features a full QWERTY
keyboard and then adds a set of numeric keys. The screen default image
is of course a Ulysse Nardin dial that
displays the time and date. Inside the
sleek handset the firm has placed a
generous eight-megapixel camera
that also can create and display highresolution videos.
Both the large screen size (the
original size was 2.8 inches) and the
addition of Android are upgrades announced by SCI in the year since the
Chairman debuted last spring. Also
new is a docking station to be sold
with the Chairman.
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The Chairman consists of more than 300 handcrafted components.

“The beautiful lacquered wooden
box will charge the battery, back-up
all data and include a pair of premium speakers to play music,” Yampolsky adds. “The speakers also function
as a speaker phone for the desk.”
Each exclusive Chairman model
is limited to 1,846 units, recalling
the year Ulysse Nardin was founded.
The luxury smartphone features a
plaque on the reverse side, similar to
limited edition Ulysse Nardin timepieces, denoting its number in the
sequence of 1,846. Existing Ulysse
Nardin dealers will have priority to

become Chairman dealers and will
receive the first shipments. Yampolsky estimates that six thousand
to seven thousand units can be assembled per year, which, he notes, is
a far smaller number than the 50,000
or more made per year by other luxury phone makers. The first deliveries
of the Chairman luxury smartphone
are expected about a month after the
BaselWorld Fair.
The Chairman’s price varies
based on the model and ranges from
$12,800 to $49,500 in the U.S. and
may vary from country to country. C
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